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Abstract— In recent years, satellite imagery can provide key 

information about the properties of land, water, and natural 

resources. Climate change threaten the environment and the 

satellite image processing has shown its potential to support future 

prediction of natural resources. The aim of this research is to 

proposed a model to analyze the extracted information from the 

environmental image for water area and follow the changes that 

may happen over time. The proposed model is (Image Time Series 

Tracking with LSTM Deep Learning Method) that has two stages: 

the first stage is analysis remote sensing images of water area and 

track its change over years and second stage is to predicate the 

future change by using LSTM deep learning method. In first stage 

a data set is collected for Aral Sea from 2003-2018 and in the 

second stage Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) deep learning 

method is implemented to detect the future change in 

environment. The results show a promising prediction especially 

when the input that we used is real data set for Aral Sea sensing 

images for water area over long years in LSTM deep learning 

methods. 

Index Terms—Remote sensing images, water level, climate 

change, LSTM prediction model, Aral Sea. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Remote Sensing (RS) refers to acquiring of information of earth 

surface features from a distance via remote sensors on satellites 

and aircraft [1].  The satellite image will help to collect data on 

areas which is unreachable [2] All the world are affected by 

climate changes in temperature and impacting on water 

resources. In [3] explain that the temperature is increased 

overall by approximately 0.8 °C for the last hundred years. 

Climate change can be caused by both natural and human 

factors. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) states that human activities such as burning fossil fuels, 

deforestation, and agriculture are responsible for global 

warming [4, 5]. In general, of remote sensing images 

applications of the Earth include: 

-Land cover change detection is necessary for updating land 

cover maps and the management of natural resources. The 

change is usually detected by comparison between two multi-

date images, or sometimes between an old map and an updated 

remote sensing image, [6]. 

-Global Vegetation Map are very useful for producing a global 

vegetation map which cover the whole world, [7]. 

-Water Quality Monitoring 

Water pollution has become a very serious problem in big cities 

and in offshore areas along industrial zones. Water quality 

monitoring is one of the typical applications of remote sensing, 

[8]. 

-Water Level Detection 

The water level also known as stage is defined as the elevation 

or height of the free surface of water, such as water level of sea, 

river or lake. The water level of lakes is affected by the seasonal 

characteristics especially the temperature [9]. 

The contribution of this work: 

- Beware of climate changes, regarding to water 

resources on earth that are very important to life. 

- Explain the deep learning methods when it is used to 

track remote sensing images for water resources on 

earth such as sea, lakes and rivers on earth. 

- Predicate the future change of water resources by 

using deep learning method. 

- Proposed a model for prediction of remote sensing 

images. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section 

explains the deep learning and machine learning algorithms 

relate to remote sensing images applications.  In the related 

works section, we highlight research issues for different remote 

sensing images that relate to water resources such as rivers and 

oceans. Next, data collection and a proposed method for 

predication future change over time for remote sensing images 

of water resources are explained. Finally, the results and 
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research conclusion give a summarized to the importance of the 

paper.      

A. Deep Learning and Machine Learning Methods 

Machine learning has the ability to process input data and learn 

the system to find the output automatically according to the 

patterns. Deep learning is most suitable for real applications 

because the amount of data set is huge that increase the 

performance of the algorithm, as shown in figure (1), [10].  

 

Figure (1): Performance comparison between deep learning 

and other machine learning algorithms 

 

According to Bokonda et. al. [11], the learning methods can be 

categorized to: decision tree, super vector machine (SVM), k-

nearest neighbor, regression and artificial neural networks [12, 

13, 14, 15, 16]. Machine learning can be classified to supervised 

an unsupervised learning. Decision tree is a classification 

method belong to supervised learning. This method is like tree, 

where it has a root and different nodes such as: root node, leaves 

nodes and decision nodes. SVM algorithm is used when the data 

set has a clear division to be classified to classes, [17].  K-

nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm used Euclidean distance 

metrics between two points to locate the nearest neighbor. KNN 

needs training sets and it is used when the data set is large. KNN 

is robust to noisy training data, [18]. Regression in machine 

learning use mathematical model is to build an equation that 

defines y (the outcome variable) as a function of one or multiple 

predictor variables (x). Next, this equation can be used to 

predict the outcome (y) based on new values of the predictor 

variables (x), [19]. Regression has a wide range of real-life 

applications. It is essential for any machine learning problem 

that involves continuous numbers – this includes, but is not 

limited to, a host of examples, including, such as: weather 

forecasting, time series analysis and water level predication, 

[20, 21].Deep Learning is a part of machine learning that deals 

with algorithms inspired by the structure and function of the 

human brain. It uses artificial neural networks to build 

intelligent models and solve complex problems. Artificial 

neural networks can learn from real input data and predicate the 

unknown data, [22]. 

 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

 

For the literature review of deep learning in remote sensing 

applications, the study in [23], shows the statistics till 2019 for 

a number of published articles relate to deep learning in 

different types of study areas (e.g., “urban areas”, “vegetated 

areas”, and “water areas”). In this study, the most of the studies 

was relate to urban areas. As shown in Figure (2), [23]. 

 
Figure (2): Distribution of application area 

 

Taiguo Li et al., [24], enhanced the method of land information 

extraction from remote sensing images by fusing multi-scale 

feature map information. The proposed method uses HRNet 

(High-level Resolution Network) to improve accuracy of the 

information extraction of land. Xiaofeng Li et al., [25], this 

article enhanced the ocean remote sensing imagery processing 

by suggesting a cooperation of domain-knowledge-based with 

specific task-driven. Ocean remote sensing time series image 

differ from remote sensing images since the video stream is 

captured using computer vision. Zhao Shun et. al., [26], applied 

a method of deep learning to remote sensing for block of image 

after segmentation, where asymmetric convolution-CBAM 

(AC-CBAM) module based on the convolutional block 

attention module is proposed. In this proposal an optimization 

module and sliding window prediction method are used to 

enhance the segmentation accuracy. Ali N. et. al., [27], used 

many methods for the river level predication and found that 

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) method was accurate in 

daily prediction related to other methods and the limitation was 

addressed by finding a complete data set. Finally, the data set 

that is captured and analyzed was for one year for Durian 

Tunggal River in Malaysia. B. Kalantar et. al., [28], Analyze 

the parameters that effect riverbank changes and related land 

changes over time for Zab River. Satellite remote sensing for 

Zab River in Iraq is integrated with Geographic Information 

Systems to track the change that concluded in the eastern 

section close to Kirkuk for the data set over years 1989, 1999, 

2015 and 2019.  Kusudo T. et. al., [29], used deep learning 

models and for water-level predictions the methodology used 

the level of water as input. The model gives good predication 

and water resource management to used it for irrigation 

especially when heavy rainfall season threaten the area because 

of flooding. 

 

 

 

https://www.simplilearn.com/tutorials/deep-learning-tutorial/what-is-deep-learning
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37086926688
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Shun%20Z%5BAuthor%5D
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Deep Learning Algorithms: LSTM (Long Short-Term 

Memory) 

Long Short-Term Memory Network is a type of Recurrent 

Neural Networks that aims at utilizing long-term dependencies 

of time-series data in prediction problems. LSTM can handle 

the vanishing gradient problem in RNNs. LSTM was designed 

by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber that improves traditional RNNs 

and machine learning algorithms by resolving the problem they 

faced. Keras library in Python can be used to implement LSTM 

Model [30]. LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) lies in their 

ability to effectively handle long-range dependencies in 

sequential data. The vanishing gradient problem is a common 

limitation of RNNs, which is addressed by LSTM by using a 

gating mechanism that controls information flow through the 

network. This gating mechanism enables LSTMs to learn and 

keep past information, which makes them effective in many 

tasks [30, 31]. The main architecture of LSTM is interpreted as 

a memory cell ct, that keeps its state over time, and three gates; 

the input gate it, the output gate ot and the forget gate ft that all 

are changed over time [32]. The structure of LSTM is described 

as 

𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑖ℎℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑖)              (1) 

𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑜ℎℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑜)             (2) 

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑓ℎℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑓𝑥𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑓)              (3) 

�̃�𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑊𝑐ℎℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑊𝑐𝑥𝑥𝑡 + 𝑏𝑐)           (4) 

𝑐𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡  ⨀ 𝑐𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡  ⨀ �̃�𝑡                          (5) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡  ⨀ tanh (𝑐𝑡)                                    (6) 

where weights W and biases b are parameters related to each 

gate to be learned. tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function, σ is 

the sigmoid function that its output is a value between 0 and 1, 

𝒙𝒕 is input value and 𝒉𝒕 is hidden state. These three gates have 

elements that their values are between 0 and 1. When their value 

is 0, means no information should be passed, while value 1 

indicates full information flow. Later, the candidate update to 

the memory cell is generated, �̃�𝒕, according to equation (4). 

Afterwards, as seen in equation (5), according to the forget gate 

and input gate, the candidate update �̃�𝒕 is combined with the 

elements of the previous cell 𝒄𝒕−𝟏. In the end, the new hidden 

state 𝒉𝒕 is generated after using tanh activation function on the 

memory cell and weighting elements based on output gate [32]. 

The information which are added or deleted from the memory 

cell is regulated by gates. One of the well-known applications 

of LSTM is Time Series Forecasting, which leverages 

characteristics of LSTM in performing forecasting tasks on 

time series data. Time series forecasting tasks can learn some 

patterns in time series data and use them in making predictions 

on events in future [31]. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL FOR DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

FOR REMOTE SENSING IMAGES AND METHODOLOGY 

 

I. Data Collection: 

Image sensing data are collected from Nasa Earth Observatory 

of Aral Sea. The Aral Sea is located between Kazakhstan and 

Uzbekistan, the water level of the sea started to decrease in 1960 

and approximately dried up now. A total of 16 years of image 

sensing of Aral Sea has been collected from 2003-2018 [33]. 

Figure (3) shows samples of study area for remote sensing of 

Aral Sea, changing water level over years [33]. The data used 

in this study are converted into jpg files. 

  

2003 2005 

  
2010 2015 

 

Figure (3): Samples of Study Area for Remote Sensing of 

Aral Sea, Changing Water Level over Years [33] 

 

Proposed Model for Prediction: 

Remote sensing images often need pre-processing because of 

the color variations, poor contrast, and noise. Remote sensing 

image preprocessing will enhance the image and eliminate the 

error in image that comes from satellite sensor itself, [34]. 

Figure (4), shows a block diagram of the proposed 

methodology. Algorithm (1) (Proposed Image Time Series 

Tracking) is a proposed algorithm for tracking the change that 

happed over time for the amount of water. In this algorithm each 

two images are taken and enhanced to find the amount of blue/ 

green color in the images and find the percentage of change 

between them, equation (7). This model is important to speed 

the processing time in LSTM deep learning method since the 

input to the model is integer numbers instead of all image. Table 

(1), compare between the related works and the proposed 

model. 

In Algorithm (1), we use the equation of percent change, [35]: 

 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =
(Final Value  − Initial Value)

(Initial Value)
 × 100       … (7) 
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Table (1): Overview of the literature works compared to proposed method 

 

Authors/ Year Data Set for Prediction Prediction Method 

Taiguo Li et al., [24], 
2021 

Images of land High-level Resolution Network 

Xiaofeng Li et al., [25], 
2022 

Images for ocean remote sensing 
imagery taken from video streaming 

Domain-knowledge-based with 
specific task-driven 

Zhao Shun et. al., [26], 
2022 

Images for lakes in China over one 
year 

Asymmetric convolution- CBAM  
(AC-CBAM) 

Ali N. et. al.,  
[27], 2022 

Images for River level predication for 
Durian Tunggal River in Malaysia over 
one year 

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) 
method 

B. Kalantar et. al., 
[28], 2020 

Images for Zab River bank in Iraq over 
4 years 

Using Sinuosity Index for the bank of 
the river to check meandering of the 
Zab River in Iraq. 

Kusudo T. et. al., [29], 
2022 

Level of water for Takayama Reservoir 
in Japan over 3 years  

LSTM SO- Single Output and LSTM 
ED- Encoder-Decoder 

Reem J. Ismail et. al. 
proposed method, 
2024 

Percentage change of water level as 
integer numbers for remote sensing 
images of Aral Sea between 
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan over 16 
years 

Time series tracking percentage with 
LSTM deep learning 

 

LSTM Prediction of Water Level Reduction Method is 

implemented as a deep learning algorithm and the input to the 

system was the output from Algorithm (1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (4): Block Diagram of the Proposed Methodology 

 

 

Algorithm 1. Proposed Image Time Series Tracking  

Input: Number of remote sensing images for Aral Sea (16) 

Output: Change percentage over years, vector (a).  

Begin 

1: Collect remote sensing images of sea  

2: For each Image do image processing for noise removal and 

color enhancement 

3: For each Image adject the size and diminutions 

4: For i (1 to n-1) 

 Read image i and Read image i+1 

 Mask water_area_1 form image i  

Mask water_area_2 form image i+1  

Percentage change = (water_area_1 - water_area_2) / 

water_area_2 * 100 

 a(i)= Percentage change  

   End 

5: Call LSTM Prediction of Water Level Reduction Method 

End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this section, we present the implementation of the proposed 

Image Time Series Tracking with LSTM deep learning method 

then evaluate it, where we use Spyder IDE 5.5.1, Python 3.11.7 

and Jupyter Notebook with Keras libraries. Table (2) and table 

(3) shows the output when algorithm (1) is implemented when 

detecting change of Aral Sea for each year, and each two years.  
 

 

Table (2): Percentage change of water for each year for Aral Sea sensing images 

Years Water Area Change Percentage % 

2003-2004 9.26 

2004-2005 38.10 

2005-2006 22.09 

2006-2007 5.69 

2007-2008 11.83 

2008-2009 25.45 

2009-2010 23.84 

2010-2011 9.73 

2011-2012 0.57 

2012-2013 2.44 

2013-2014 6.67 

2014-2015 3.56 

2015-2016 17.13 

2016-2017 7.55 

2017-2018 11.86 
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In each remote sensing image of the sea, we plot the amount of 

water, where the water part is separate from the land part in the 

image.  Figure (5), shows the amount of water in the image over 

time for 2003 and 2005 years when we implement Algorithm 

(1). 

 

 
Figure (5) The amount of water in the image over time of 

years (2003 and 2005) 

 

In order to minimize the processing time of predication, the 

input image had been segmented and only part of it is used and 

masked which is the water section of the image (the blue/ green 

color shades). One of the most difficulties that face the 

implementation of the research is to represent the time series of 

image for predication. The dataset is created form the Aral Sea 

remote sensing images as an input to the system by finding the 

percentage of water reduction when it is changed over years 

hence percentage numbers is used instead of images to increase 

the speed of processing and predication when implementing the 

proposed Image Time Series Tracking algorithm (1) and LSTM 

method.  

 

 

 

 

Figure (6): Output of LSTM  

 

Figure (6), shows the output of LSTM deep learning where the 

prediction is for input from table (2) and table (3). The x-axis is 

the data set over time, and y-axis is the amount of water 

reduction over the year. Where the blue line is data set, the 

orange line is the training set and the green line is the prediction 

set.  

The training size was 67% from the data set. Root means square 

error (RMSE) is used in the proposed predication model. The 

RMSE is compared with Euclidean distance to measure the 

prediction output, to have more accurate output we need to have 

less RMSE values. In figure (6), the output of RMSE is 3.82 for 

training sets and 1.22 for testing set. The limitation of this study 

is in data set collection. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

deep learning method needs large amount of data for 

predication, in this study the data that are collected was by year, 

the performance of the predication will be more accurate when 

the remote sensing images is collected for each month in each 

year, over many years. In this study in order to implement the 

prediction with the limited data set over years the data set is 

extended with a proposed values for 12 months per year 

approximately for the average of percentage per year, as shown 

in figure (6), (squared shapes instead of curves). Also, the 

remote sensing image quality and resolution is important in 

analysis. This work could be more enhanced if more parameters 

are considered in predication such as: the wind and the 

temperature of the area.  

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

This research proposed a model for remote sensing images 

using deep learning and the case study is based on climate 

prediction model for water resources. In this study the remote 

sensing images for water resources are collected and deep 

learning methods are implemented to track the changes that 

happen over time relate to water level of the lakes or rivers 

because of climate change. Image processing methods has been 

Table (3): Percentage change of water for each two years for Aral Sea sensing images  

Years Water Area Change Percentage % 

2003-2005 50.91 

2005-2007 17.65 

2007-2009 10.60 

2009-2011 16.43 

2011-2013 1.86 

2013-2015 2.87 
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applied for the remote sensing images in order to enhance the 

input. The collected remote sensing images are real images 

processed by implementing the Proposed Image Time Series 

Tracking. In this work, a deep learning method predicate the 

water reduction by implementing LSTM model for processed 

satellite imagery and geospatial datasets. The results shows that 

the prediction in figure (6) with the 9.80 % is related to the 

percentage from table (2) for each year which is approximately 

11.86 % in 2017 and 2018 years. In order to speed up the 

computational processing a segmentation for remote sensing 

GEE images is applied for water area only and an integer 

number for percentage change of water area is input to LSTM 

learning instead of images. The research will give a predication 

model about the future of water resources on earth and be aware 

about the climate change that threaten the life. The limitation 

and difficulties of this research is related to finding enough data 

set as an input to the proposed model per month for each year. 

For future work, the proposed model could be applied for 

prediction of the lakes and rivers in Iraq if the data set is 

available to detect the future changes of water resources when 

the climate start to be changed in the last years. Also, this model 

could be used to detect change for the remote sensing image for 

agricultural areas and natural resources. Moreover, real-time 

forecasting will improve the model when sensors are used.  
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